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Abstract—MapReduce includes three phases of map, shuffle, and reduce. Since the map phase is CPU-intensive and the shuffle

phase is I/O-intensive, these phases can be conducted in parallel. This paper studies a joint scheduling optimization of overlapping

map and shuffle phases to minimize the average job makespan. New concepts of the strong pair and the weak pair are introduced.

Two jobs are defined as a strong pair if the shuffle and map workloads of one job equal the map and shuffle workloads of the other job,

respectively. Two jobs are defined as a weak pair if their total map workloads equal their total shuffle workloads. We prove that if the

entire set of jobs can be decomposed to strong pairs of jobs, then the optimal schedule can pairwisely execute jobs that can form a

strong pair. Following the above intuition, several offline and online scheduling policies are proposed. Extensions are made based on

weak pairs. Real data-driven experiments validate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed policies.

Index Terms—MapReduce framework, map and shuffle phases, joint scheduling, makespan optimization

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MAPREDUCE is a well-known programming framework
used to process the ever-growing amount of data col-

lected by modern instruments, such as the Large Hadron
Collider and next-generation gene sequencers. Although
MapReduce has been widely adopted in a number of data
centers, more improvements are still needed to meet the
huge demands of big data computing. In the current Map-
Reduce framework, each job consists of three dependent
phases: map, shuffle, and reduce. The map and reduce phases
generally deal with a large amount of data computations,
while the shuffle phase transfers the data among different
MapReduce workers. In terms of the resource demand, the
map and reduce phases are CPU-intensive, while the shuffle
phase is I/O-intensive.

Currently, most state-of-the-art research on MapReduce
optimizations focuses on the map and reduce phases.
However, the shuffle phase also plays a very important
role in transferring the data from map workers to reduce
workers. It has a significant impact on the average job
makespan, especially when the data is big. Moreover,
Chen et al. [1] reported that jobs processed by the Face-
book MapReduce cluster are shuffle-heavy. Consequently,
this paper studies a joint scheduling optimization of map
and shuffle phases to minimize the average job makespan
(the time span from the job arrival to the completion of
the shuffle phase). The reduce phase is not jointly opti-
mized since its workload is relatively light. According to
Zaharia et al. [2], only 7 percent of jobs in a production
MapReduce cluster are reduce-heavy.

MapReduce usually involves a lot of nodes across the
network. This paper focuses on single node optimizations
for MapReduce. Our key observation is that the map and
shuffle phases have different resource demands for a single
node in MapReduce. Since the map phase is CPU-intensive
and the shuffle phase is I/O-intensive, they can potentially
be conducted in parallel to minimize the average job make-
span. The key challenge comes from the fact that the map
and shuffle phases cannot be fully parallelized due to their
dependency relationship. The shuffle phase of a job must start
later than its map phase, and cannot finish earlier than its
map phase. This is because the shuffle phase may wait to
transfer the data emitted by the map phase. An example
includes the WordCount [3], in which the map workers
emit key-value pairs at a certain rate to be shuffled to the
reduce workers. If the map workload of a job is larger than
its shuffle workload, the I/O resource may be underutil-
ized, leading to a non-optimal job schedule. In addition, this
paper considers that the job workload to be fixed as a prior
(map and shuffle workloads are not symbiotic, and applica-
tions such as SecondarySort are not considered).

To illustrate the above motivation more clearly, an exam-
ple is shown in Fig. 1, which involves two jobs of J1 and J2.
J1 is shuffle-heavy and J2 is map-heavy. Assuming that the
resources are fully utilized, the map and shuffle phases
of J1 take 1 and 2 time slots, respectively. The resource
demand of J2 is the opposite of that of J1 (1 time slot for the
shuffle phase and 2 time slots for the map phase). As shown
in Fig. 1a, schedule one executes J2 first, leading to an
underutilization of the I/O resource. This is because J2’s
shuffle phase needs to wait to transfer the data emitted by
its map phase (suppose a constant data emission rate). Con-
sequently, schedule one takes 4 time slots to finish all the
jobs. As shown in Fig. 1b, schedule two is a better scheme. It
executes J1 first and only takes 3 time slots to finish all the
jobs. It can be seen that, in order to maximally utilize the
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I/O resource, the shuffle-heavy job should be executed
earlier than the map-heavy job.

New concepts of the strong job pair and the weak job pair
are introduced to address the above problem. Two jobs are
called a strong pair if the shuffle and map workloads of one
job equal the map and shuffle workloads of the other job,
respectively. Two jobs are called a weak pair if their total
map workloads equal their total shuffle workloads. We
prove that if the entire set of jobs can be decomposed to
strong pairs of jobs, then the optimal schedule is to pair-
wisely execute jobs that can form a strong pair. Several off-
line and online scheduling algorithms are proposed to
minimize the average job makespan. They first group jobs
according to job workloads, and then, execute jobs within
each group through a pairwise manner. Extensions are
made based on weak pairs.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 surveys the related works. Section 6 describes the
model and formulates the problem. Sections 4 and 5 study the
offline job scheduling with strong and weak job pairs, respec-
tively. Online scheduling is extended. Section 6 includes
extensive real data-driven experiments. Finally, Section 7 con-
cludes this paper and discusses future directions.

2 RELATED WORK

Extensive studies on the MapReduce scheduler have been
conducted over the past few years. An example includes the
delay scheduling [4], which postpones the task scheduling
and ameliorates the locality degradation in the Hadoop
scheduler. Another example is the ARIA [5], which allocates
appropriate amounts of resources to each MapReduce job
to meet service level objectives. Zhang et al. [6] improved
ARIA by estimating the amount of resources required to
complete a program. Wolf et al. [7] proposed a framework
to optimize different scheduling metrics, based on a perfor-
mance model, with respect to the job execution time. Tang
et al. [8] proposed a scheduling policy that dynamically
determines the start time of each reduce task according to
its job context. Mantri [9] can mitigate the impact of outliers.
It monitors task executions with real-time outlier estima-
tions, then takes reactions, such as restarting and terminat-
ing specified outliers. Tarazu [10] was a communication-
aware scheme, which schedules predictive load-balancing
MapReduce jobs to reduce the network traffic within hetero-
geneous Hadoop clusters. Quincy [11] achieved a balanced
tradeoff between the job fairness and the data locality
through a min-cost flow method and a preemption

mechanism. Amoeba [12] supported lightweight elastic
tasks that can release the CPU resources without losing I/O
computations. Moreover, multi-resource (CPU and I/O)
packing problems were also investigated for MapReduce
schedulers [13], [14], [15]. For example, Graphene [13] was
designed to schedule jobs that have complex dependency
structures and heterogeneous resource demands. Graphene
focused on the long-running tasks and those with tough-to-
pack resource demands. These troublesome tasks can be
scheduled in advance of the remaining tasks without violat-
ing the dependency constraints. PRISM [14] divided tasks
into several phases, where each phase has a constant
resource usage profile, and performs scheduling at the
phase level. The importance of phase-level scheduling was
demonstrated by the resource usage variability within the
lifetime of a task using a wide-range of MapReduce jobs. A
phase-level scheduling algorithm was also introduced to
improve execution parallelism and resource utilization.
Verma et al. [15] developed a method to break the barrier
between the Map and Reduce stages in MapReduce, in
order to improve the efficiency. A barrier-less MapReduce
framework was designed to obtain the equivalent generality
and retain ease of programming. However, the above works
focus on the resource scheduling for map and reduce
phases. The overlapping shuffle phase is not jointly
optimized.

In 2013, Lin et al. [16] proposed a landmark model for the
overlapping map and shuffle phases in MapReduce. They
proved that the problem of minimizing the average job
makespan is NP-hard in the offline scenario and APX-hard
in the online scenario. Therefore, no online scheduling policy
can guarantee a constant approximation ratio with respect to
the optimal scheduling policy. However, Lin’s scheduling
policymay not be efficient, since the optimal pattern is under-
explored. We show that optimal results can be obtained by
pairing map-heavy jobs and shuffle-heavy jobs under load-
balancing offline scheduling scenarios. Li et al. [17] consid-
ered amodelwith overlapping shuffle and reduce phases, uti-
lizing the data locality to minimize the time for the shuffle
phase. However, Li’s scheduling policy does not guarantee
an approximation ratio over time. This paper is also related to
Wang’s research [18], where the shuffle phase is reconfigura-
ble to dynamically coordinate the map and reduce phases. A
mathematical model was proposed to judge the computing
complexities with different operating orders within the map-
side shuffle, so that a faster execution can be achieved through
reconfiguring the order of sorting and grouping. Some sam-
pled features during the shuffle stage were collected to sup-
port the evaluation of the computing complexities of each
operating order. By contrast, this paper optimizes theMapRe-
duce with a fixed shuffle workload. In addition, our schedul-
ing policy is similar to OMO [19], which aimed to optimize
the overlap between the map and reduce phases. OMO is
based on the lazy start of reduce tasks and the batch finish of
map tasks, which catch the characteristics of the overlap and
achieve a good alignment of the two phases.

Our problem is a variation of the flow shop scheduling
problem [20], which is a class of scheduling problems with
a set of machines. Each job is processed on this set of
machines in compliance with the given processing orders.
A continuous flow of jobs is scheduled with the objective of

Fig. 1. An example for the joint scheduling of overlapping phases.
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a minimum completion time or waiting time. Flow shop
scheduling is a special case of job shop scheduling [21], in
which there is a strict order of machines for each job to be
processed [22]. Our problem is similar to a flow shop sched-
uling problem with two machines: one machine represents
the map phase, while the other machine represents the shuf-
fle phase. The difference is that our problem minimizes the
average job makespan, while the flow shop scheduling prob-
lem minimizes the completion time or the waiting time. As a
result, our problem prefers to schedule jobs with lighter
workloads before jobs with heavier workloads, but the flow
shop scheduling problem does not have such a preference. It
has been proven that the flow shop scheduling problemwith
only two machines can be optimally solved in a polynomial
time, but the flow shop scheduling problem with more than
two machines is NP-hard [20]. There are some extensions of
the flow shop scheduling problem.Wang et al. [23] proposed
an effective distribution algorithm to solve the distributed
flow shop scheduling problem. The earliest completion fac-
tory rule was employed based on an encoding that generates
feasible schedules and calculates the schedule objective
value. A probability model was built for describing the prob-
ability distribution of the solution space. Marichelvam et al.
[24] presented a cuckoo search meta-heuristic algorithm to
minimize the makespan for the flow shop scheduling prob-
lem. A constructive heuristic was incorporated to obtain the
near-optimal solutions rapidly.

3 MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

This paper focuses on a MapReduce framework with over-
lapping map and shuffle phases. In MapReduce, map work-
ers continuously emit processed data (at a constant rate),
which are in turn shuffled to reduce workers. We consider
that map and shuffle phases mainly take CPU and I/O
resources, respectively. Hence, they may be conducted in
parallel. However, the shuffle phase is dependent on the
map phase. This is because the shuffle phase may wait to
transfer the data emitted by the map phase. If the data trans-
fer rate of the shuffle phase is higher than the data emission
rate of the map phase, then the shuffle phase has to wait for
the data emission. As a result, the shuffle phase of a job
must start later than its map phase and cannot finish earlier
than its map phase. The reduce phase is not jointly opti-
mized, since its workload is light [2].

We study both offline and online scenarios with n jobs in
total. The offline scenario means that all jobs arrive at the
system at the start time, waiting to be scheduled (job infor-
mation is pre-known). The online scenario means that the
scheduler only obtains the workload information of a job
upon its arrival, which may not be the start time. Let
J ¼ fJ1; J2; . . . ; Jng denote the set of jobs, where Ji is the ith
job. Let tmi and tsi denote the map and shuffle workloads of
Ji, respectively. The workload of a job is its execution time
under fully-utilized resources. A MapReduce job may
include multiple parallel subtasks on different machines. In
such an event, its workload is the sum among different sub-
tasks. The CPU resource is always fully utilized. In contrast,
the I/O resource may be underutilized due to the depen-
dency relationship between the map and shuffle phases.
The actual shuffle time is considered to be reversely

proportional to the I/O utilization for model simplicity. For
example, when the I/O utilization is 25 percent, the shuffle
time is quadrupled. Note that this assumption can be
improved. One reason is that MapReduce framework
manipulates the shuffle with patch pattern, i.e., shuffle data
is not delivered to network until a local data buffer is fully
filled. As a result, shuffle can present burst of data at I/O
ports. Other reasons can be overhead and and machine per-
formance variance. However, when the shuffle workload is
large enough with respect to the local buffer, this assump-
tion becomes solid in terms of approximating the average
performance [19].

We have the following definitions:

Definition 1. The job of Ji is said to be balanced if and only if
tmi ¼ tsi . If t

m
i > tsi , Ji is map-heavy. On the other hand, if

tmi < tsi , Ji is shuffle-heavy.

Definition 2. The makespan of a job is the time span from its
arrival to its shuffle phase completion, including its waiting
time before the job execution.

The objective of this paper is to minimize the average job
makespan through jointly scheduling overlapping map and
shuffle phases. We do not minimize the latest job comple-
tion time (or other objectives) since these objectives have
been well-studied in the flow shop scheduling field [20].
We assume that the MapReduce has a centralized scheduler,
which abstracts the job schedule as a sequential order. The
scheduler executes the next job, only if the MapReduce
cluster has sufficient machines with idle CPU resources.
This is because the next job may require the CPU resources
of multiple machines to start its map phase. Our problem is
NP-hard and APX-hard in the offline and online scenarios,
respectively [16]. Therefore, this paper studies some special
cases to design effective heuristics for our problem.

Note that a job may not execute immediately after its
arrival, since it may be scheduled to wait for other jobs.
To minimize the average job makespan, we prefer to exe-
cute jobs with lighter workloads earlier. This is because
the smaller jobs can finish earlier. This preference can intro-
duce an unfair policy that many small tasks could block the
issue of large tasks for a long interval (algorithmperformances
can be degraded if considering the fairness issue). However,
this paper does not explore the fairness problem for simplicity.
The key challenge comes from the dependency relationship
between the map and shuffle phases, which may lead to I/O
underutilization (and thus, a non-optimal schedule). As a
result, the optimal schedule may not be simply ranking jobs
by their workloads. The following section will explore some
insights. Finally, all notations are shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Notations

Ji and n Ji is the ith job and n is the number of jobs
J set of jobs, J ¼ fJ1; J2; . . . ; Jng
tmi and tsi the map and shuffle workloads of Ji
S a schedule for J
Gi the ith job group
Di;j the job priority difference between Ji and Jj
a a weight parameter
k a parameter to determine number of job groups
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4 OFFLINE SCHEDULING WITH STRONG JOB PAIR

4.1 Strong Job Pair and Its Optimality

To obtain more insights on the offline scheduling, we start
with a special case of J , based on the following definition:

Definition 3. Two jobs, Ji and Jj, are called a strong pair if
tmi ¼ tsj and t

s
i ¼ tmj .

If two jobs can form a strong pair, then their map and shuffle
workloads are exactly opposite to each other, meaning that
they can be executed together to avoid I/O underutilization.
This is a special case that can result in the optimal offline
schedule, as shown in the following theorem [25]:

Theorem 1. If J can be decomposed to strong pairs of jobs, then
jobs that can form a strong pair are pairwisely executed in the
optimal offline schedule for J . For each strong job pair, the shuf-
fle-heavy job is executed before the map-heavy job.

The proof of Theorem 1 is described in [25]. It means that
we can avoid I/O underutilization by pairwisely executing
jobs that can form a strong pair. This idea can be extended
by organizing a bundle of jobs (such as a 3-tuple of jobs) as
a basic scheduling unit. However, such an extension may
bring a higher scheduling complexity and may post a higher
optimality prerequisite on the workload distributions of
jobs. Therefore, we use a pair of jobs (rather than a 3-tuple
of jobs) as the basic scheduling unit.

4.2 Pair-Based Scheduling and Discretization

Our first idea is to schedule jobs based on their workloads
and try to pair jobs that have the same workloads based on
Theorem 1. Consequently, Algorithm 1 is proposed, which
has two stages. The first stage (lines 1 to 3) is based on Lin’s
MaxSRPT algorithm [16], where jobs are sorted according to
maxðtmi ; tsi Þ. Note that maxðtmi ; tsi Þ represents the dominant
workload of Ji. Jobs with lighter workloads should be exe-
cuted earlier, since small jobs could finish earlier to mini-
mize the average job makespan. The second stage (lines 4
and 5) is our novel contribution based on Theorem 1. Jobs
are iteratively paired according to their map and shuffle
workload differences. We prioritize jobs with smaller
workloads (the first stage) over jobs with better pairs (the
second stage), since the former one generally rules the lat-
ter one (as verified in experiments). The time complexity
of Algorithm 1 is Oðn lognÞ, and n is the number of jobs.
This time complexity results from the sorting procedure in
Algorithm 1 (lines 3 and 5).

Algorithm 1. Pair-Based Scheduling Policy

Input: The job set, J , and its workloads, ftmi g and ftsig.
Output: A schedule of the job execution order.

1: Initialize an array, S, to denote the job execution order;
2: Put all jobs into the order array of S;
3: Sort all jobs in S according tomaxðtmi ; tsi Þ;
4: for each subset of jobs with the samemaxðtmi ; tsi Þ do
5: Reorder jobs by iteratively taking out a pair of jobs of

Ji ¼ argmaxiðtsi � tmi Þ and Jj ¼ argmaxjðtmj � tsjÞ;
6: return the order array of S as the schedule;

As shown in [25], Algorithm 1 works well when only a
small portion of jobs can be paired.

Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 is optimal when all jobs in J are simul-
taneously map-heavy, balanced, or shuffle-heavy.

4.3 Couple-Based Scheduling and Generalization

Wefind that Algorithm 1 fails to workwell when a large por-
tion of jobs can be paired. Therefore, Algorithm 2 is proposed
to address the above issue. Similar to Algorithms 1 and 2 also
has two stages. In the first stage (lines 1 to 3), all jobs are
sorted according to their total map and shuffle workloads,
i.e., tmi þ tsi . Its intuition is similar to that of Algorithm 1: jobs
with lighter workloads should be executed earlier, since the
smaller jobs can finish earlier to minimize the average job
makespan. The key difference is that jobs are sorted by total
map and shuffle workloads in Algorithm 2, instead of
dominant workloads in Algorithm 1. The second stage of
Algorithm 2 (lines 4 and 5) is identical to Algorithm 1, where
jobs are iteratively paired based on their map and shuffle
workload differences. The time complexity of Algorithm 2
remainsOðn lognÞ1.

Algorithm 2. Couple-Based Scheduling Policy

Input: The job set, J , and its workloads, ftmi g and ftsig.
Output: A schedule of the job execution order.

1: Initialize an array, S, to denote the job execution order;
2: Put all jobs into the order array of S;
3: Sort all jobs in S according to tmi þ tsi ;
4: for each subset of jobs with the same tmi þ tsi do
5: Reorder jobs by iteratively taking out a pair of jobs of

Ji ¼ argmaxiðtsi � tmi Þ and Jj ¼ argmaxjðtmj � tsjÞ;
6: return the order array of S as the schedule;

As shown in [25], Algorithm 2 works well when a large
portion of jobs can be paired.

Theorem 3. Algorithm 2 is optimal when J can be decomposed
to strong pairs of jobs.

Moreover, we have the following corollary:

Corollary 1. Algorithms 1 and 2 are equivalent and optimal
when all jobs in J are simultaneously balanced.

While Algorithm 1 works well when only a small portion
of jobs can be paired, Algorithm 2 works well when a large
portion of jobs can be paired. They are equivalent and opti-
mal when all jobs are balanced. To balance this tradeoff,
Algorithm 3 is proposed to combine Algorithms 1 and 2. It
uses ½a �maxðtmi ; tsi Þ þ ð1� aÞ � ðtmi þ tsi Þ� as Ji’s priority,
then sorts all jobs according to their priorities. a serves as a
weight parameter that satisfies 0 � a � 1.

Algorithm 3. Generalized Scheduling Policy

Input: The job set, J , and its workloads, ftmi g and ftsig.
Output: A schedule of the job execution order.

1: Initialize an array, S, to denote the job execution order;
2: Put all jobs into the order array of S;
3: Set Ji’s priority as ½a �maxðtmi ; tsi Þ þ ð1� aÞ � ðtmi þ tsi Þ�;
4: Sort all jobs in S according to their priorities;
5: for each subset of jobs with the same priority do
6: Reorder jobs by iteratively taking out a pair of jobs of

Ji ¼ argmaxiðtsi � tmi Þ and Jj ¼ argmaxjðtmj � tsjÞ;
7: return the order array of S as the schedule;
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4.4 Group-Based Policy

Previous sections introduced Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 to
schedule jobs with a discretization process, which controls
the granularity of the job priority. Jobs with similar priori-
ties are grouped for the pairing process. The discretization
process is essentially a grouping (or clustering) procedure,
and thus, it could be replaced by other grouping methods.
This section presents a pairwise scheduling policy that
groups jobs through a dynamic programming approach.
The grouping goal is to divide jobs into k groups, such that
the Sum of the Maximum Job Priority Difference within
each group (SMJPD) is minimized. Let G1; . . . ; Gk denote
the k job groups. SMJPD ¼ Pk

l¼1fmaxJi;Jj2Gl
Di;jg with Di;j ¼�

�½a �maxðtmi ; tsi Þ þ ð1� aÞ � ðtmi þ tsi Þ� � ½a �maxðtmj ; tsjÞ þ ð1� aÞ�
ðtmj þ tsjÞ�

�
�. Here, Di;j denotes the job priority difference

between Ji and Jj. The optimal grouping result can be
obtained by a dynamic programming approach. Without
loss of generality, we assume that all jobs are already sorted
according to their priorities, i.e., ½a �maxðtmi ; tsi Þ þ ð1� aÞ�
ðtmi þ tsi Þ� is non-decreasing with respect to the index i. Let
OPTj;l denote the optimal SMJPD for the first j jobs
(J1; J2; . . . ; Jj), when they are divided to l groups. OPTn;k is
the desired result. The optimal substructure for the dynamic
programming approach is shown as follows:

OPTj;l ¼ min
l�i�j

fOPTi�1;l�1 þ Di;jg: (1)

Since jobs are assumed to be sorted by their priorities, Di;j is
also the maximum job priority difference for the job group
of Ji; Jiþ1; . . . ; Jj. Then, Eq. (1) can be interpreted as follows.
The optimal grouping for the first j jobs of l groups is com-
posed of (1) the optimal grouping for the first i� 1 jobs of
l� 1 groups, and (2) the remaining jobs of Ji; Jiþ1; . . . ; Jj as
a new group. The index of i is traversed to guarantee the
optimality. Since i is traversed, computing the dynamic pro-
gramming entry of OPTj;l takes OðnÞ on average. OðnkÞ
entries exist in total, and thus, the eventual time complexity
of the dynamic programming approach is Oðn2kÞ. As for the
initialization, we set OPTj;l ¼ 0when j ¼ 0 or j � l.

Algorithm 4. Group-Based Scheduling Policy

Input: The job set, J , and its workloads, ftmi g and ftsig.
Output: A schedule of the job execution order.

1: Initialize an array, S, to denote the job execution order;
2: Put all jobs into the order array of S;
3: Set Ji’s priority as ½a �maxðtmi ; tsi Þ þ ð1� aÞ � ðtmi þ tsi Þ�;
4: Sort all jobs in S according to their priorities;
5: Divide jobs into k groups by dynamic programming:

Initialize a two-dimensional array of OPT ;
Initialize OPTj;l ¼ 0when j ¼ 0 or l ¼ 0;
Compute OPTj;l ¼ minl�i�jfOPTi�1;l�1 þ Di;jg;
Trace back the optimal job grouping through index i;

6: for each group of jobs do
7: Reorder jobs by iteratively taking out a pair of jobs of

Ji ¼ argmaxiðtsi � tmi Þ and Jj ¼ argmaxjðtmj � tsjÞ;
8: return the order array of S as the schedule;

Algorithm 4 is proposed, setting the job priority of Ji as
½a �maxðtmi ; tsi Þ þ ð1� aÞ � ðtmi þ tsi Þ� (lines 1 to 3). Then, the
dynamic programming approach is applied to group jobs

based on their priorities. Meanwhile, groups are also sorted
according to their priority ranges (lines 4 and 5). For each
group, jobs are iteratively paired according to their map
and shuffle workload differences (lines 6 and 7). We priori-
tize jobs with smaller workloads (the first stage) over jobs
with better pairs (the second stage), since the former one
generally rules the latter one (verified in experiments). The
time complexity of Algorithm 4 is Oðn2kÞ, which results
from the dynamic programming approach. Although Algo-
rithm 4 has a higher time complexity than Algorithms 1, 2,
and 3, it skips the discretization process, which may result
in information loss. As a tradeoff, Algorithm 4 controls the
job granularity through a more flexible manner via k.

4.5 Extension to Online Scheduling

The proposed online scheduling algorithm includes an ini-
tialization process. At the system start time, Algorithm 4 is
used to schedule the existing jobs. If the number of existing
jobs is less than k, then each job is regarded as a job group.
Note that job groups are sorted according to their priority
ranges. Upon a new job arrival, Algorithm 5 is called. It
includes two sub-methods: method one completely resched-
ules all jobs (lines 2 and 3) and method two slightly modifies
the existing old schedule (lines 5 to 10). Methods one and
two are chosen through a random number generator. The
random number is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1.
Therefore, line 2 indicates that Algorithm 5 has a small
probability of 1

nk2
to choose method one, and has a large

probability of 1� 1
nk2

to choose method two. Here, n is the

total number of jobs that are waiting for the schedule. The
above probabilities aim to balance the time complexity.

Algorithm 5. Online Group-Based Scheduling Policy

Input: The old schedule, S, and a new arriving job, Ji.
Output: A new schedule of the current job execution order.

1: Set Ji’s priority as ½a �maxðtmi ; tsi Þ þ ð1� aÞ � ðtmi þ tsi Þ�;
2: if a random number is smaller than 1=nk2 then
3: Call Algorithm 4 to completely reschedule all jobs;
4: return the new schedule;
5: else
6: for each job group, Gl, in S do
7: ComputemaxJj2Gl

Di;j;

8: Add Ji into Gl ¼ argminGl
fmaxJj2Gl

Di;jg;
9: Reorder jobs in Gl via the same way as Algorithm 4;
10: return the updated S as the schedule;

Method one calls Algorithm 4 to reschedule all jobs, and
thus takes a time complexity of Oðn2kÞ. In contrast, method
two modifies the existing old schedule to resolve the new
job. It checks every job group for the new arrival job, and
then adds the new job to its closest existing job group. The
closest group is the one that can minimize the maximum job
priority difference with the new job (lines 6 to 8). It can be
found within a time complexity of OðkÞ, since we only need
to check the minimum and maximum job priorities in each
job group. All jobs in this group and the new arrival job are
completely reordered in a pairwise manner (line 9). Since
each job group is expected to include n

k jobs, method two is
also expected to take OðnkÞ. Consequently, Algorithm 5 takes

OðnkÞ, since ½ 1
nk2

�Oðn2kÞ þ ð1� 1
nk2

Þ �OðnkÞ� 2 OðnkÞ.
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4.6 Job Prediction and Error Handling

The performance of our algorithms depend on the parame-
ters a, n, and k. However, jobs are no longer known a priori
for the online scenario. At this time, job prediction
approaches can be applied to determine these parameters.
For example, CherryPick [26] leverages Bayesian optimiza-
tion to build performance models for various applications,
and the models are just accurate enough to distinguish the
best or close-to-the-best configuration from the rest with
only a few test runs. We can use the same approach to deter-
mine the parameters a, n, and k. In addition, the history of
job workloads can be used to improve the prediction accu-
racy. For example, Cortez [27] introduced an extensive char-
acterization of job workloads, including distributions of the
job lifetime, deployment size, and resource consumption.
Moreover, job prediction can be used to handle errors with
respect to job workload information. If the job workload
information is not available, we can use predicted job work-
load to schedule it.

5 OFFLINE SCHEDULING WITH WEAK JOB PAIR

Based on the strong job pair, the previous section describes
several scheduling algorithms. However, the requirement
of the strong job pair is very strict, and thus, is not likely to
be satisfied in real scenarios. To relax such a strict require-
ment, this section further proposes the concept of the weak
job pair and the corresponding scheduling algorithms.

5.1 Weak Job Pair and Its Optimality

We start with relaxing the strong job pair to the weak job
pair, as defined in the following:

Definition 4. Two jobs, Ji and Jj, are called a weak pair if
tmi þ tmj ¼ tsi þ tsj .

Definition 5. A weak pair is further called a strict weak pair if
the shuffle-heavy job in this weak pair occupies no more than
half of the total map workload and no less than half of the total
shuffle workload.

The weak pair is an extension of the strong pair. A strong
pair must be a weak pair, but vice not versa. The key idea is
that the weak pair also avoids I/O underutilization, leading
to a better schedule. However, weak pairs do not guarantee
the optimality, since pairing a small job and a large job
(in terms of total workloads) may not be effective. Such a
pairing avoids I/O underutilization at the cost of schedul-
ing a heavier job ahead, as shown in the following example:

Jobs J1 J2 J3 J4

tmi 1 98 45 55

tsi 2 97 49 51

Let us consider two schedules for the above example. The first
schedule is just J1, J2, J3, and J4. Note that J1 and J2 form a
weak pair, while J3 and J4 form anotherweak pair.Moreover,
the weak pair formed by J3 and J4 has a larger total workload
than the weak pair formed by J1 and J2. The first schedule
completely avoids I/O underutilization. The job makespan
for J1, J2, J3, and J4 is 2, 99, 148, and 199, respectively. Conse-
quently, the average job makespan is 112. In contrast, the

second schedule is J1, J3, J4, and J2. Note that J1 and J3 do
not form a weak pair. The job makespan for J1, J2, J3, and J4
is 2, 51, 102, and 199, respectively. Consequently, the average
job makespan is 88.5, which is smaller than 112. Clearly, the
first schedule is not optimal. This is simply because the first
schedule avoids I/O underutilization at the cost of scheduling
a heavier job ahead (i.e., J2 is scheduled ahead). On the other
hand, if weak pairs are formed without scheduling a heavier
job ahead, then the optimality can be obtained:

Theorem 4. If J can be decomposed to strict weak pairs of jobs,
then jobs that can form a strict weak pair are pairwisely exe-
cuted in the optimal offline schedule for J . For each strict
weak job pair, the shuffle-heavy job is executed before the
map-heavy job.

The proof of Theorem 4 is omitted since it is a very simple
extension of Theorem 1. The key insight of Theorem 4 is that
strict weak pairs are formed without scheduling a heavier
job ahead. For each strict weak pair, the total workload of the
shuffle-heavy job is close to the total workload of the map-
heavy job. The shuffle-heavy job and the map-heavy job in a
strict weak pair occupy no less than half of the total shuffle
and map workloads, respectively. Compared to the strong
pair, the weak pair is more practical. The next two sections
leverage weak pairs for the scheduling.

5.2 New Couple-Based Scheduling

Algorithm 6 is proposed to leverage weak pairs of jobs. It is
a variation of Algorithm 2 and also needs the discretization
process. The idea is to maintain weak pairs in the schedul-
ing. Lines 1 and 2 show the initialization. Line 3 sorts jobs
that have the same jtmi � tsi j, i.e., jobs that can form a weak
pair are grouped. Note that each job group may have more
than two jobs, i.e., a job may form different weak pairs with
the other jobs. Lines 4 and 5 process each subset of jobs. The
smallest possible pair is iteratively taken out. If a subset of
jobs includes an odd number of jobs, then the last job will
be put to the end of the schedule. Lines 6 and 7 determine
the scheduling based on pairs, which are ordered by their
total workloads, tmi þ tmj þ tsi þ tsj . Finally, line 8 returns the
result. Let n denote the number of jobs in J . The time com-
plexity of Algorithm 6 becomes Oðn2Þ. This is because we
need Oðn2Þ to find out the smallest pair in each subset of
jobs. Sorting takes only Oðn lognÞ.

Jobs J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6

Discrete tmi 3D 7D 2D 3D 7D 8D

Discrete tsi 4D 6D 4D 1D 5D 10D

The above table shows an example for Algorithm 6 after
the discretization process. In line 3, J1 and J2 are sorted
together, while J3, J4, J5, and J6 are sorted together. Note
that J3 can form two different weak pairs with J4 and J6,
respectively. Lines 4 and 5 form weak job pairs for each sub-
set of jobs. In the first subset, J1 and J2 are paired. In the sec-
ond subset, J3 and J4 are paired in the first iteration, since
they form the smallest weak pair (compared to J3 and J5, J6
and J4, and J6 and J5). J6 and J5 are paired in the second
iteration (shuffle-heavy job before map-heavy job for each
weak pair). Line 5 sorts these three weak pairs into J3 and
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J4, J1 and J2, and J6 and J5. Consequently, the final sched-
ule is J3, J4, J1, J2, J6, and J5.

Algorithm 6.New Couple-Based Scheduling Policy

Input: The job set, J , and its workloads, ftmi g and ftsig.
Output: A schedule of the job execution order.

1: Initialize an array, S, to denote the job execution order;
2: Put all jobs into the order array of S;
3: Sort all jobs in S according to jtmi � tsi j;
4: for each subset of jobs with the same jtmi � tsi j do
5: Pair jobs by iteratively taking out a pair, Ji and Jj, such

that tmi þ tsi þ tmj þ tsj is the smallest among all possible
pairs in the job subset;

6: Sort all pairs by their total workloads, tmi þ tsi þ tmj þ tsj ;
7: Put sorted pairs into S; in each pair, the job that maximizes

tsi � tmi is scheduled first;
8: return the order array of S as the schedule;

Algorithm 6 is a variation of Algorithm 2. The former is
based on weak pairs while the latter is based on strong
pairs. Note that Algorithm 6 is not necessarily better than
Algorithm 2 in terms of the average job makespan. This is
because weak pairs may be formed at the cost of scheduling
a heavier job ahead. Actually, all proposed algorithms are
trying to balance the tradeoff between the job pairing and
the job workload. The next section uses matching to control
the above tradeoff without the discretization process.

Algorithm 7.Match-Based Scheduling Policy

Input: The job set, J , and its workloads, ftmi g and ftsig.
Output: A schedule of the job execution order.

1: Initialize an array, S, to denote the job execution order;
2: if the number of jobs in J is odd then
3: Find out the most map-heavy job that maximizes

tmi � tsi , put it to the end of S, and remove it from J .
4: for each pair of jobs in J , say Ji and Jj do
5: Define the matching weight between jobs Ji and Jj as

wij ¼ a � jtmi þ tmj � tsi � tsj j þ ð1� aÞ � jtmi þ tsi � tmj � tsj j.
6: Find out the minimum weighted matching for jobs in J

through the weighted Blossom algorithm; Two matched
jobs are regarded as a matched pair;

7: Sort all pairs by their total workloads, tmi þ tsi þ tmj þ tsj ;
8: Put sorted matched pairs into S; in each pair, the job that

maximizes tsi � tmi is scheduled first;
9: return the order array of S as the schedule;

5.3 Match-Based Scheduling Policy
This section uses the matching to balance the tradeoff
between the job pairing and the job workload without the
discretization process. The key idea is that, when two jobs
are paired, we need to consider both their pairing degree
and their workload difference. The pairing degree measures
to what degree two jobs can form a weak pair, such that I/O
underutilization can be avoided. On the other hand, a
smaller workload difference between two jobs gets rid of
scheduling a heavier job ahead. We use the matching
weight to check whether two jobs can be paired. Given two
jobs, Ji and Jj, their matching weight is defined as follows:

wij ¼ a � jtmi þ tmj � tsi � tsj j þ ð1� aÞ � jtmi þ tsi � tmj � tsj j: (2)

The former part, jtmi þ tmj � tsi � tsj j, is the pairing degree.
The latter part, jtmi þ tsi � tmj � tsj j, is the workload difference
between Ji and Jj. a is just a weight parameter that satisfies
0 � a � 1 (also used in Algorithms 3, 4, and 5). Note that a
smaller wij indicates a better pairing between Ji and Jj. wij

reduces to 0 when Ji and Jj form a strong pair. When a ¼ 1,
the matching weight only considers the job pairing degree.
In this case, jobs that can form weak pairs have the mini-
mum matching weight. On the other hand, when a ¼ 0, the
matching weight only considers the job workload differ-
ence. In this case, jobs with the same workloads have the
minimummatching weight.

The minimum weighted matching, which can be com-
puted through the weighted Blossom algorithm [28], is used
to balance the tradeoff between the job pairing degree and
the job workload difference. Consequently, Algorithm 7 is
proposed. Line 1 is the initialization. Lines 2 and 3 focus on
a corner case, in which J includes an odd number of jobs. In
this corner case, the most map-heavy job, which maximizes
tmi � tsi , is scheduled to the end of S. Lines 4 and 5 compute
the matching weight for each pair of jobs in J . Conse-
quently, line 6 pairs jobs through the minimum weighted
matching. Lines 7 and 8 sort and schedule matched job pairs
by their total workloads, tmi þ tsi þ tmj þ tsj . In each pair, the
job that maximizes tsi � tmi is scheduled first. Finally, line 9
returns the result. The time complexity of Algorithm 7 is
Oðn4Þ due to the weighted Blossom algorithm [28], [29], [30].

5.4 Extension to Online Scheduling

This section extends the match-based scheduling policy to
the online scenario, where jobs are no longer known a pri-
ori. The scheduler can only obtain the workload information
of a job upon its arrival. Due to the problem hardness, we
propose a heuristic scheduling algorithm based on Algo-
rithm 7. The key idea is similar to Algorithm 5, which uses a
probabilistic procedure to balance the tradeoff between the
algorithm performance and the time complexity.

Algorithm 8. Online Match-Based Scheduling Policy

Input: The old schedule, S, and a new arriving job, Ji.
Output: A new schedule of the current job execution order.

1: if a random number is smaller than 1=n4 then
2: Call Algorithm 7 to completely reschedule all jobs;
3: return the new schedule;
4: else
5: for each job in J , say Jj do
6: Define the matching weight between Ji and Jj as

wij ¼ a � jtmi þ tmj � tsi � tsj j þ ð1� aÞ � jtmi þ tsi � tmj � tsj j.
7: Find the job, say Jj, that minimizes wij;
8: if tsi � tmi > tsj � tmj then
9: Put Ji before Jj and update S.
10: else
11: Put Ji after Jj and update S.
12: return the updated S as the schedule;

The proposed online scheduling algorithm includes an
initialization process. At the system start time, Algorithm 7
is used to schedule the existing jobs. Upon a new job arrival
(say Ji), Algorithm 8 is called. It includes two sub-methods:
method one completely reschedules all jobs (lines 1 to 3),
and method two just inserts Ji into the existing old schedule
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(lines 4 to 11). Methods one and two are chosen through a
random number generator. The random number is uni-
formly distributed between 0 and 1. Therefore, line 1 indi-
cates that Algorithm 8 has a small probability of 1

n4
to choose

method one, and has a large probability of 1� 1
n4

to choose

method two. Here, n is the total number of jobs that are
waiting for the schedule.

Method one calls Algorithm 7 to reschedule all jobs, and
thus takes a time complexity of Oðn4Þ. In contrast, method
two modifies the existing old schedule to resolve the new
job. It computes the matching weight between the newly
arrived job, Ji, and each existing job in J (lines 5 and 6). The
job, say Jj, that has the minimum matching weight with Ji
is found in line 7. Ji will be inserted around Jj, depending
on their workloads. If Ji is more shuffle-heavy (i.e.,
tsi � tmi > tsj � tmj ), Ji is inserted before Jj in S (lines 8 and
9). On the other hand, if Jj is more shuffle-heavy (i.e.,
tsi � tmi � tsj � tmj ), Ji is inserted after Jj in S (lines 10 and
11). Since lines 5 and 6 need to compute the matching
weight between the newly arrived job and each existing job,
method two takes OðnÞ. Consequently, Algorithm 8 takes
OðnÞ, since ½ 1

n4
�Oðn4Þ þ ð1� 1

n4
Þ �OðnÞ� 2 OðnÞ. Note that

method one has a better scheduling performance at the cost
of a larger time complexity, while method two has a worse
scheduling performance but a smaller time complexity.
They are balanced through the random number generator,
leading to a linear time complexity on expectation.

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Settings

Our experiments are conducted based on the Google cluster
dataset [31], [32], which are described in [25]. Four algo-
rithms are used for comparison:

� MaxDiff ranks jobs by their map and shuffle work-
load differences (tmi � tsi for job Ji). The job with a
larger workload difference will be executed later. It
prioritizes shuffle-heavy jobs over map-heavy jobs to
avoid I/O resource underutilization.

� Pairwise is based on Theorem 1, which has sug-
gested that jobs should be pairwisely scheduled.
This policy orders jobs by iteratively taking out a
pair of jobs of Ji ¼ argmaxiðtsi � tmi Þ and Jj ¼
argmaxjðtmj � tsjÞ.

� MaxShuffle ranks jobs by their shuffle workloads.
Jobs with a larger shuffle workload are executed ear-
lier in order to avoid I/O resource underutilization.

� MaxSRPT is proposed by Lin et al. [16]. It schedules
jobs according to their dominant workloads, i.e.,
maxðtmi ; tsi Þ for job Ji. Our algorithms improve
MaxSRPT through executing jobs pairwisely.

Our experiments denote Algorithms 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
8 as Pair-based, Couple-based, Generalized, Group-based,
OGroup-based, NCouple-based, Match-based, and OMatch-
based scheduling policies for simplicity. In default, we can
set D ¼ 0:1 seconds as the discretization step (Algorithms 1,
2, 3, and 6), a ¼ 0:5 as the weight parameter (Algorithms 3, 4,
5, 7, and 8), and k ¼ 20 as the number of groups (Algorithms
4 and 5). Three metrics are used for comparison. The first
metric is the average job makespan, which is the time span

from the job arrival to its shuffle phase completion. The other
twometrics are the average job waiting time and the average job
execution time. The waiting time of a job is the time span from
the job arrival to the start of its map phase. The execution
time of a job is the time span from the start of its map phase
to the completion of its shuffle phase. The job makespan is
the sum of the jobwaiting time and the job execution time.

6.2 Evaluation Results for Offline Scheduling

Experiments in the Google cluster dataset are conducted for
the offline scenario, inwhich all jobs are supposed to arrive at
the system start time. The results are shown in Table 2 with
the unit of seconds. MaxDiff, Pairwise, and MaxShuffle have
the worst performances. However, Pairwise has a significant
smallest average job execution time through executing jobs
pairwisely. It ignores the total map and shuffle workloads of
jobs, leading to an overly large job waiting time. We also find
that the Pair-based scheduling policy has a larger average job
wait time than the MaxSRPT policy, since the discretization
process is information-lossy. However, the former policy has
a smaller average job execution time through executing jobs
pairwisely. The Couple-based policy improves the Pair-
based policy through considering the total map and shuffle
workloads of a job rather than its dominant workload. The
Generalized policy improves the Pair-based and the Couple-
based policies by combining them with a given weight
parameter of a. The Group-based policy improves the Gener-
alized policy by grouping jobs optimally. An interesting
observation is that the NCouple-based policy does not have a
good performance. This is because weak pairs are formed at
the cost of scheduling a heavier job ahead. For the Google
cluster dataset, we can conclude that scheduling jobs with
lighter workloads before jobs with heavier workloads ismore
important than avoiding I/O underutilization through weak
pairs. Finally, the Match-based policy has the best perfor-
mance, since it subtly balances the tradeoff between the job
pairing and the jobworkload through amatching procedure.

The impacts of the discretization step size, D, is shown in
Fig. 2 (offline scenario in the Google cluster dataset). Fig. 2a
shows that a small D does not have a significant impact on
the average job waiting time. However, a large D results in
an exponentially increased average job waiting time, due to
the information loss on the total or dominant job workload.
Meanwhile, Fig. 2b shows that both overly small and overly
large D will increase the job execution time. This is because
the pairing process is broken down by an improper D. The

TABLE 2
Offline Performance Evaluation in the Google Cluster Dataset

Scheduling
algorithms

Average job
waiting time

Average job
execution time

Average job
makespan

MaxDiff 8806 682 9488
Pairwise 8289 149 9138
MaxShuffle 7929 898 8827
MaxSRPT 4768 840 5608
Pair-based 4809 581 5390
Couple-based 4787 563 5350
Generalized 4683 560 5243
Group-based 4619 532 5151
NCouple-based 5399 636 6035
Match-based 4431 512 4943
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corresponding average job makespan is shown in Fig. 2c.
We can conclude that D should not be overly small or overly
large to minimize the average job makespan. For the Google
cluster dataset, a good value for D can range from 0.01 to 0.1.

The impacts of the weight parameter, a, and the group
number, k, are together shown in Fig. 3 (offline scenario in
the Google cluster dataset). As for the weight parameter a,
Fig. 3a shows an interesting pattern. The Generalized policy
reduces to the Pair-based policy when a ¼ 1, and reduces to
the Couple-based policy when a ¼ 0. However, it achieves
the smallest average job waiting time when a is around 0.6.
In addition, the Match-based policy is significantly different
than all the other policies with respect to a, and it achieves
the smallest average job waiting time when a is around 0.2.
The average job execution time is shown in Fig. 3b. a has a
slight impact on the average job execution time for the Gen-
eralized and Group-based policies, but has a significant

impact for Match-based policy. This is because, when a ¼ 1
in the Match-based policy, the matching weight only con-
siders the job pairing degree, such that I/O underutilization
can be avoided at the cost of scheduling a heavier job ahead.
The average job makespan is shown in Fig. 3c. The Match-
based policy has a smaller average job makespan than the
Generalized and Group-based policies. Another notable
point is with respect to k. While Fig. 3a shows that an overly
small k leads to a large average job wait time, and Fig. 3b
shows that an overly large k leads to a large average job exe-
cution time. As shown in Fig. 3c, in order to minimize the
average job makespan for the Group-based policy, k should
be neither too small nor too large, depending on the dataset.

6.3 Evaluation Results for Online Scheduling

Experiments in the online scenario are conducted in the
Google cluster dataset, which includes the job arrival time.

Fig. 2. Offline performance evaluation with respect to the discretization step size of D.

Fig. 3. Offline performance evaluation with respect to the weight parameter a.

Fig. 4. Online performance evaluation with respect to the number of waiting jobs.
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We start with the number of waiting jobs per hour under
each scheduling policy. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Not
all policies are presented here due to the page limitation.
Fig. 4a shows the result for the Pairwise policy, which has
the worst performance. Compared to other policies, the
Pairwise policy has a larger number of waiting jobs for a
longer time around days 4, 5, and 12. It also has more wait-
ing jobs from days 22 to 30. Fig. 4b shows the result for the
MaxSRPT policy, which is not the best one, due to the peak
for days 20 to 24. In contrast to the Pairwise and MaxSRPT
policies, the Group-based policy has a smaller number of
waiting jobs over time, as shown in Fig. 4c. This is because
it considers to schedule jobs in a pairwise manner to avoid
the underutilization of the I/O resource. The performance
of the OGroup-based policy is shown in Fig. 4d. It has a
slightly worse performance from days 26 to 30 than its off-
line version. Note that the scheduling time complexity of
the online version is OðnkÞ, which is lower than the schedul-
ing time complexity of the offline version, Oðn2kÞ. The per-
formance of the Match-based policy is shown in Fig. 4e. The
Match-based policy has the best performance among all pol-
icies, since it balances the tradeoff between the job pairing
and the job workload. However, the time complexity for the
Match-based policy is Oðn4Þ upon each new job arrival, in
which n is the number of waiting jobs. To reduce the sched-
uling complexity, the OMatch-based policy is introduced,
as shown in Fig. 4f. The OMatch-based policy has a slightly
worse performance than Match-based policy. However, the
time complexity of the OMatch-based policy is OðnÞ, which
is significantly smaller than the time complexity of the
Match-based policy.

Detailed performance statistics are shown in Table 3 with
the unit of minutes. A new concept of an 80 percent-interval
is used to represent the variable interval after removing the
largest 10 percent of the values and the smallest 10 percent
of the values. For each job, we define its ratio as the ratio of
its practical execution time to its dominant workload. A
larger ratio indicates that the corresponding job needs to
wait for the I/O resource for a relatively longer time. A job
with a ratio of one means that its execution time cannot be
shortened. The worst ratio is the smallest ratio among all
jobs. In Table 3, it can be seen that the Pairwise policy has
the smallest job execution time, but it has a larger job wait-
ing time. In contrast, the MaxSRPT policy has a small job

waiting time with a large job execution time. The proposed
Pair-based and Couple-based policies balance the job
waiting and execution times to obtain smaller job make-
spans. The Generalized policy has a slight improvement
by combining the above two policies, while the Group-
based policy also has some improvements by optimally
grouping jobs. The OGroup-based policy has a slightly
worse performance than Group-based policy, as well as
a smaller scheduling time complexity. Note that the
NCouple-based policy does not have a good performance.
Although its job execution time is small, its job waiting
time is large. The Match-based policy has the best perfor-
mance by balancing the tradeoff between the job pairing
and the job workload. Similar to the OGroup-based pol-
icy, the OMatch-based policy also has a slightly worse
performance than the Match-based policy, as well as a
smaller scheduling time complexity.

7 CONCLUSION

MapReduce includes three phases of map, shuffle, and
reduce. Since the map phase is CPU-intensive and the shuf-
fle phase is I/O-intensive, these phases can be conducted in
parallel. This paper focuses on a joint scheduling optimiza-
tion in MapReduce, where map and shuffle phases can be
overlapped and be conducted in parallel. The scheduling
objective is to minimize the average job makespan. The key
challenge is that the map and shuffle phases cannot be fully
parallelized due to their dependency relationship: the shuf-
fle phase may wait to transfer the data emitted by the map
phase. To avoid I/O underutilization, jobs that can form a
strong pair should be pairwisely executed. Several offline
and online scheduling policies are proposed to execute jobs
in a pairwise manner. Scheduling optimalities are discussed
under several scenarios. We also explore scheduling policies
based on weak pairs, in terms of balancing the tradeoff
between the job pairing and the job workload. Finally, real
data-driven experiments validate the efficiency and effec-
tiveness of the proposed scheduling policies.
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TABLE 3
Online Performance Evaluation in the Google Cluster Dataset

Scheduling Job waiting time statistics Job execution time statistics Job makespan statistics

algorithms Average 80%-interval Max Average 80%-interval Worst ratio Average 80%-interval Min Max

MaxDiff 42 [1, 138] 220 5 [0, 13] 239 47 [0, 138] 0 230
Pairwise 35 [1, 103] 193 1 [0, 3] 45 36 [0, 101] 0 178
MaxShuffle 23 [0, 86] 176 15 [2, 37] 542 38 [3, 95] 1 154
MaxSRPT 16 [0, 45] 183 13 [0, 44] 220 28 [0, 74] 0 81
Pair-based 19 [1, 51] 205 3 [0, 5] 113 22 [1, 48] 1 54
Couple-based 18 [1, 49] 195 3 [0, 5] 75 21 [1, 46] 1 49
Generalized 16 [1, 44] 187 3 [0, 5] 69 19 [1, 45] 1 47
Group-based 15 [1, 41] 174 3 [0, 4] 58 18 [1, 39] 1 41
OGroup-based 16 [2, 47] 185 3 [0, 5] 68 19 [1, 46] 1 48
NCouple-based 21 [2, 63] 201 1 [0, 3] 51 32 [1, 56] 0 97
Match-based 12 [1, 38] 164 3 [0, 4] 54 15 [1, 37] 1 39
OMatch-based 13 [2, 40] 178 3 [0, 4] 61 16 [1, 42] 1 44
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